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Abstract: Web applications support many of our daily activities, 

but they often have security issues, and their accessibility makes 
them easy to use. This paper presents an analysis for finding 
vulnerabilities that directly address weak or absent of input 
validation. We present the techniques for finding security 
vulnerabilities in Web applications. We implement our proposed 
system with a machine learning technique (ML technique) to 
measure the accuracy and provide an extensive evaluation that 
finds all vulnerabilities in web applications. SQL injection, 
Cross-Site Scripting (XSS), HTTP and command inj1ection 
vulnerabilities are addressed in the proposed system and also 
Naive Bayes ML technique is used to calculate the accurateness. 
The experimental result shows the technique is more efficient and 
accurate. 
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(Cross-Site Scripting), HTTP, Command Injection and Naive 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Web applications are more popular nowadays. Almost all 
data systems and business applications (banking, 
e-commerce, webmail, transportation, blogs, etc) are 
presently worked as web-based database applications [4]. 
They have so presented to assaults/attacks that any current 
security vulnerability is most likely to be abused and revealed, 
which consists of a very negative effect on clients. Web 
vulnerability scanners are frequently utilized by web 
application systems and engineer managers to test web 
applications against vulnerabilities. In this case, believing the 
outcomes of web weakness scanners is basic [1]. The results 
can be appealing as there is a wide gathering of vulnerabilities 
influencing many sites that can be malignantly investigated. 
Forceful time to advertise imperatives and decreased cost 
approaches push the organization to discharge their product 
as quickly as time permits, releasing, and the quality 
confirmation techniques expected to identify and moderate 
potential code vulnerabilities [2]. To decrease the number of 
security vulnerabilities, web applications must experience 
quality declaration strategies,  
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including Code Inspections (where the application is 
dissected from the perspective of the software engineer) and  

Penetration Testing (the application is tested from the 
perspective of the users/attackers) [3]. Despite the fact that 
these techniques are compulsory for organizations that need 
to be consistent with security principles like the Payment Card 
Industry [4], that isn't the situation for most by far of web 
applications in the field. Besides, as quality declaration 
groups much of the time come up short on the learning 
required to identify security issues, they will in general 
concentrate just on regular programming bugs, leaving many 
security vulnerabilities undetected, which may not just have a 
staggering expense to the organization yet additionally to 
their clients [2]. 

Security inspiration for web applications ought to mirror 
the extent and importance of the advantages they should 
protect. In spite of the fact that there is an expanding worry 
about security (regularly being liable to directions from 
governments and organizations), there are some critical signs 
that make securing web applications an assignment difficult to 
satisfy [5]; 
 The web application market is developing quickly, 

bringing about a huge expansion of web applications, to a 
great extent energized by the effortlessness one can 
develop and keep up applications;  

 Web applications are exceptionally presented to assaults; 
 It is normal to discover developers and managers of web 

applications without the required information or 
involvement in the area of security [5].  

Vulnerabilities are weaknesses or flaws that may guide to a 
security breach. When an attacker has discovered a flaw, or 
application vulnerability, and decided an approach to get to it, 
the assailant can possibly exploit the application 
vulnerability. In this way risk to the secrecy, integrity, or 
availability of resources controlled by an application is 
expanded. Attackers normally depend on particular tools or 
procedures distinguish application vulnerabilities and 
trade-off the application. Weakness is an application that 
enables assaults to cause harm to the owner of the application. 
There are a few examples of vulnerabilities, such as the 
absence of info approval on client input, absence of sufficient 
logging component, fail-open error handling, and not closing 
connections properly. Usually, vulnerabilities fall into two 
groups: bugs at the execution level and flaws in the design 
level. At the point when programmers assault the application, 
they couldn't care less if vulnerability is a flaw or a bug. As 
attackers are becoming more advanced and the thought of 
which sorts of vulnerabilities matter is changing.  

In our proposed system we are addressing HTTP, 
command,  
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SQL injection and Cross-Site Scripting.  
HTTP injection is a general class of web application 

security vulnerability happens when Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP) headers are created dependent on client 
input. Command injection assaults are very frequent uses in 
the web condition. These assaults exploit inappropriately 
coded applications to inject and execute commands 
determined by the attacker in enabling and vulnerable 
applications [29]. SQL Injection can be utilized in various 
approaches to make genuine harm to a web application 
database. An attacker can utilize it to sidestep both validation 
and approval components of a web application to recover 
vital data from the database by exploiting a SQLi 
vulnerability. This can be exceptionally perilous on the 
grounds that once an attacker accesses a backend database, 
the attacker would have the capacity to see the substance of 
the database, adjust existing records and similarly as erasing 
the stored data [6].  

II.  LITERATURE SURVEY 

OlajideOjagbule et.al [9]compared SQLi vulnerabilities 
found on the three most commonly used content management 
systems using a vulnerability scanner called Nikto, then 
SQLMAP for penetration testing. This was continued default 
WordPress, Drupal and Joomla site pages introduced on a 
LAMP server. Results demonstrated that every one of the 
content management systems was not helpless to SQLiattacks 
but rather gave alerts about different vulnerabilities that could 
be abused. Likewise, suggested practices that could be 
implemented to avoid SQL injections. Further works, more 
penetration tests must be done to test for different types of 
attacks, for example, Cross-Site Scripting, Brute Force 
assault, and so on. Doing this on a CMS website with dynamic 
pages facilitated on the web would help make a better real-life 
scenario. 

Swathy Joseph et.al [11]presents a study of SQL Injection 
Attack (SQLIA) methods and the effectiveness of 
conventional fixes in reduce process. For tending to the 
SQLIA's in-depth, an intensive foundation think about was 
done and the moderation methods were assessed using both 
manual testing and automated. Renowned penetration testing 
tools and SQLMap are used for automated testing. The 
outcomes show the significance of incorporating these 
strategies in the code separated from going for complex fixes 
that require both time and effort.  

Chanchala Joshi et.al [12] depicts a web application 
proposed to be used to assess the efficiency of Acunetix, 
Netsparker and Burp Suite web application vulnerability 
scanners. It also describes the defense measures to secure 
application extensively. The evaluation of three noticeable 
Web Application Vulnerability Scanners is finished by 
examining the outcomes that are acquired from the execution 
of web scanners against the vulnerable web application, at 
that point looking at the quantity of identified vulnerabilities. 
The outcomes of web application evaluation distinguish the 
most difficult vulnerabilities for the scanner to identify, and 
analyze the effectiveness of scanners. The assessment results 
suggest the territories that require further research to enhance 
scanners' identification rate.  

Yuma Makino et.al [13] evaluated Skipfish and OWASP 
ZAP vulnerability scanners. The system is found that 
OWASP ZAP is better over Skipfish to the extent in this 
experimental situation. Thus, we should take note that the two 
are not perfect yet especially with the location of the RFI 
vulnerability. Moreover, understand that we require a 
vulnerable web application without unexpected 
vulnerabilities for more accuracy.   

Prashant S. Shinde et.al [14] present an overview and 
different methods used in vulnerability evaluation and 
penetration testing (VAPT). Additionally, focus on making 
cybersecurity awareness and its significance at a different 
dimension of an organization for the appropriation of required 
exceptional security efforts by the organization to keep 
protection from different cyber-attacks. Attackers finding 
better approaches to bypass security methods so new 
vulnerabilities are evolving which should be tended. Thus, 
existing tools are to be added with systems to identify and 
evaluate the recently evolved vulnerabilities.  

Yaohui Wang et.al [16] proposes SQL vulnerability 
detection which is dependent on injection analysis. This 
method gives a detailed analysis of a one-time injection in the 
parts of data flow and program behavior, based on the 
combination of static and dynamic examination methods. This 
implements the SQL vulnerability determination method 
which depends on a lexical feature comparison. Finally, 
combines false analysis technology, behavior model and SQL 
which depends on lexical feature with structure and found a 
prototype system for SQL vulnerability identification. The 
result demonstrates that the system has a strong capacity for 
SQL vulnerability and low time cost.  

RaminFadaeiFouladi et.al [19] provide a naive Bayes 
classifier with two frequency-based techniques for discrete 
Fourier transform and discrete wavelet transform so as to 
separate between normal traffic and attack. The execution of 
the system framework utilizing DFT characteristics is 
superior to using DWT features. Additionally, the mix of two 
features expanded the accuracy of identification. 
Furthermore, a basic thresholding technique was executed 
which gives more accurate classification. Then the accuracy 
of the thresholding technique is not as much as that of naive 
Bayes strategy, but it very well may be utilized as, to begin 
with, the system of DDoS attack recognition in an IDS. It 
establishes that; frequency analysis of attack can result in 
great execution.  

Anastasios Stasinopoulos et.al [30] proposes to detect and 
exploiting command injection flaws. System proposing an 
open-source tool that automates the process of exploiting and 
detecting command injection flaws on web applications 
named as commixes (COMMand Injection 
eXploitations).This tool supports a plethora of functionalities, 
in order to cover some exploitation situations.  

Additionally, Commix is proficient in detecting, with a high 
achievement rate, regardless of whether a web application is 
vulnerable to command injection assaults. At last, amid the 
assessment of the device has to detect a few 0-day 
vulnerabilities in applications. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 
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Figure 1: Proposed Block Diagram of VAIT Scanner 
 
Figure 1 depicts the proposed block diagram of the VAIT 

Scanner. This block diagram has three major stages such as 
page analyzer, vulnerability injection and Attacker stage.  In 
page analyzer, checks the sensitive fields inform by checking 
HTML/JSP Forms, text field/ password fields. Once you 
check the sensitive fields then we are injecting the 
vulnerabilities by SQL, Http, command and XSS (Cross-Site 
Scripting). Then find the detection rate by using Naive Baye’s 

ML Approach and get the detection of attack success rate. 

A. SQL Injection  

SQL-Injection vulnerabilities and assaults happen between 
the Presentation level and the CGI level. Most vulnerability 
accidentally made in the development period [20]. The 
developing popularity and intense use of database-driven web 
applications in the present web-enabled society make them 
the perfect focus of SQL Injection Attacks (SQLIA). The 
number of SQLIA has expanded quickly in recent, and it has 
turned into a prevalent type of assaults [22]. The 
characteristics of dynamic web applications for SQL are:  
 They get inputs as strings in run-time.  
 They build SQL a query string by performing a 

connection task between SQL develops and input strings.  
 Bad input, after the connection, might be treated as a 

piece of SQL control builds, prompting SQL Injection 
Attacks.  

The basic operations of SQL Injection are: 
 The browser sends malicious input to the server  
 Bad input checking leads to malicious SQL query  

 
An SQL injection is a system maliciously used to acquire 

unlimited access to databases by inserting maliciously made 
strings to SQL queries through a web application. It enables 
an assailant to spoof his identity, uncover and alter existing 
information in databases, and control databases server with 
the benefits of its administrator [23]. In spite of the fact that a 
web application handles the client's contributions as a basic 
group of characters, a database handles them as query strings 
and translates them as genuinely structured [23]. 

B. XSS (Cross-Site Scripting) 

There are more and more vulnerabilities that compromise 
billions of clients with the Internet expanding quickly. 
Accordingly, should keep these vulnerabilities from occurring 
so as to give a more secure condition to surfing the Internet. 
Consequently, have to divide all these vulnerabilities into two 
large classifications. The main class includes web application 
security which comprises Third-party Web Application, 
Custom Web Applications and a Web server. The second 
class is network security which consists of Operating systems, 
systems, Database and Applications. Cross-Site Scripting is a 
JavaScript code injection attack that allows an attacker to 
execute injected JavaScript in the victim’s internet browser so 

as to access sensitive resources like passwords, credit card 
numbers, and cookies so on. This script is injected in such a 
way that it seems to be a benign component of the website and 
at last this script is executed in the space of the trust of the site 
[24]. 

This Scripting vulnerability is a sort of vulnerability on the 
web applications in which an attacker injected the malicious 
XSS payload vector for taking the delicate certifications of 
the victim. In this way, it is mirrored that XSS assaults 
regularly occurred because of the improper sanitization of 
client provided input. The key goal of this assault is to theft 
the victim’s internet browser permits (for example passwords, 

cookies and so on.) by injecting an unsanitized JavaScript 
code. In the present time of the Internet, web applications are 
created by Java Script labels [24].  

Web ServerAttacker PC

Sends the request

Receive the request

…..
Search for injected 

vulnerability

 
Figure 2: XSS attacking Process 

 

Cross-Site-Scripting (XSS) is another basic weakness 
which can give programmers a chance to inject the code into 
the yield use of site page which will be sent to a visitor’s 

internet browser and after that, the code was injected will 
execute consequently or take the delicate data from the visit’s 

input. This code injection which is like SQL Injection in Web 
Application Security shows in Figure 2. It can be utilized in 
three various ways such as “STORED XSS ", " REFLECTED 

XSS " and "Dom-based XSS" are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5 
respectively.  
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Figure 3: Stored XSS 
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Figure 4: Reflected XSS 
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response send the victims cookies to the attackers 
server

 
Figure 5: Dom-based XSS 

 
 
 
Algorithm1: Cross-Site-Scripting 

Step 1: Begin 
Step 2: Victim client visit the web site of the attack server 

Step 3: Victim client receive the malicious page from 
attack server 

Step 4: Victim client Click on the link of the victim server 
Step 5: Victim server gives echo user input to the victim 

client 
Step 6: Victim client send valuable data to attack server 
Step 7: End 

The cross-site scripting steps are shown above. This 
scripting happens when dynamically created site pages 
display the input that isn't properly validated. This 
vulnerability is generally observed on     
1. Search engines that echo the search keyword that was 

entered 
2. Error messages that echo the string that contained the 

error  
3. Forms that are filled out where values are later presented 

to the user  
4. Web message boards that allow users to post their own 

messages.  
An attacker who utilizes cross-site scripting effectively, it 

may trade off secret data, control or steal cookies, make asks 
for that can be confused with those of a valid user, or execute 
malicious code on the end-user systems. Since cross-web 
page scripting assaults are identified with the webserver 
package and the client's internet browser.  XSS – Cross-site 
scripting is a terrible web site sends the innocent victim a 
script that steals information from an honest web site. 

User Input

Check for the 
XSS

Detect the XSS Vulnerabilities 
in Current Browser’s Session

Web Application

Count the Number of XSS

Display vulnerable URL and 
Solution for XSS

Persistent XSS
Yes

No

Figure 6: Flow Chart for XSS (Cross-site scripting) 
Figure 4 depicts the general flow chart of XSS. Initially 

gives the user input to the application then check for XSS. If 
condition satisfies then detect the XSS Vulnerabilities in the 
current browser with persistent XSS, if not go to the web 
application page. Once detect the vulnerability then count the 
number of XSS presents in web application. Then finally 
Display the vulnerable URL and solution for XSS. \ 

(a) Persistent XSS attack 

This kind of XSS attack is otherwise called Stored XSS 
assault which can be generally found in those areas of web 
applications, where Internet clients are allowed to JavaScript 
code. For this reason, put away XSS assault everlastingly 
stores the malicious script on the capacity area of web 
application [24].  
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(b) XSS Vulnerability Detection  

In this Section, introduces the detection of injection points 
if there are XSS vulnerabilities or not. After creating the XSS 
assault vector repertory, then detect the injection points in the 
pages crawled by web crawler [25].  

C. Http injection 

HTTP header injection is a general class of web application 
security vulnerability which happens when Hypertext 
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) headers are produced dependent 
on client input. Header injection in HTTP responses can 
consider HTTP responses part, Session obsession by means 
of the Set-Cookie header, cross-site scripting (XSS), and 
pernicious divert assaults through the area header. HTTP 
header injection is generally new territory for web-based 
assaults and has basically been spearheaded 
on-demand/reaction carrying/splitting [1].  

HTTP response header response vulnerabilities emerge 
when a client provided information is duplicated into a 
response header in a dangerous way. In the event that an 
assailant can inject newline characters into the header, then it 
can inject new HTTP headers and furthermore, by injecting a 
blank line, split the headers into the message body and 
compose discretionary substance into the application's 
response.  

Different sorts of assault can be conveyed by means of 
HTTP response header injection vulnerabilities. Any assault 
that can be conveyed by means of cross-site scripting can, for 
the most part, be conveyed through response header injection, 
on the grounds that the aggressor can build a demand that 
causes discretionary JavaScript to show up inside the 
response body. Further, it is at times conceivable to use 
response header injection vulnerabilities to harm the reserve 
of any proxy server by means of which clients get to the 
application. Here, an assailant sends a created demand that 
outcome in a "split" response containing the arbitrary 
substance. On the off chance that the proxy server can be 
controlled to connect the injected response with another URL 
utilized inside the application, at that point the attacker can 
play out a “stored " assault against this URL, which will 

trade-off different clients who ask for that URL in future. 

D. Command Injection 

Command injections vulnerabilities might be available in 
applications that acknowledge and process system commands 
from the user input can see in Figure 7. The reason for a 
command injection assault is the insertion of a working 
framework command through the information input to the 
vulnerable application which executes the injected command. 
This is important that command injection assaults are OS- 
independent that can happen in Windows, UNIX, or Linux 
operating systems just as a programming language that may 
happen in applications that can be written in different 
programming languages. In our system, we are developing 
java programming. The fundamental reason that an 
application is vulnerable against command injection assaults 
is because of the inaccurate or complete absence of 
information approval by the application itself [30]. 

ApplicationUser

The application executes 
a predefined command, 
which is specified by the 

application itself

The output of the 
command executionis 

sent to the user 

Application

The application executes 
an arbitrary command as 
specified by the attacker

The output of the 
command executions 
sent to the attacker 

Input

Output

Input

Output

 
Figure 7: Command Injection 

 

E. NaiveBayes ML Technique 

Naive Bayes's method is a set of managed 
knowledge-gathering algorithms based on using Bayes 
theorem with the ‘Naïve’ assumption of individuality between 

every pair of features. Naïve Bayes classifier is a supervised 
learning algorithm based on applying Bayes’ theorem [7] 

Bayes’ Theorem: 

Now, before moving to the formula for Naive Bayes, it is 
important to know about Bayes’ theorem. Bayes’ Theorem 

finds the probability of an event occurring given the 
probability of another event that has already occurred. Below 
is the formula for calculating the conditional probability [27]: 

 

 

Now, with regards to our dataset, we can apply Bayes’ 

theorem in the following way: 

 
 
 
 
where y is class variable and X is a dependent feature vector 

(of size n) where: 

 
Naive assumption 

P (A, B) = P (A) P (B) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_vulnerability
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Hence, we reach the result: 

 
Then,  

 
Now, as the denominator remains constant for a given 

input, we can remove that term: 

 
Now, we need to create a classifier model. For this, we find 

the probability of a given set of inputs for all possible values 
of the class variable y and pick up the output with maximum 
probability. This can be expressed mathematically as: 

 

 

So, finally, we are left with the task of calculating  

and  . 
Please note that P(y) is also called class probability and 

 is called a conditional probability [27]. 
The naive Bayes algorithm steps are followed below; 

Algorithm 2: Naive Bayes Classifier 

Input: 

Training the dataset 

F = (f1, f2...fn) // value of the predictor variable in testing 
dataset 

Output: 

 A class of a testing dataset 

Steps: 

Step 1: Begin  

Step 2: Read the training dataset T; 

Step 3: Calculate the mean and standard deviation of the 
predictor variables in each class 

Step 4: Use Naive Bayesian equation to calculate the 
posterior probability for each class 

Step 5: Calculate the probability of fn using gauss density 
equation in each class; 

Repeat, until the probability of predictor variables (f1, f2...fn) 
has been calculated 

Step 6: Create a Likelihood table by finding the 
probabilities  

Step 7: Get the greatest likelihood 

Step 8: End 

IV. RESULT 

The proposed algorithm can be applied for real web 
applications such as www.OnlineExam.com and 
www.google.com. The client sent a request to web service 
through the message. Vulnerability script is injected in the 
request using <string> this modified message is sent to web 
service. If a response is received, look for vulnerabilities in 
the message. To check the vulnerabilities, Vulnerability & 
Attack Injector Tool (VAIT) is used. In the proposed system, 
SQL and XSS scanners are incorporated to check the web 
application security. 

 SQL Scanner 

SQL scanner is used to test web applications against 
vulnerabilities. This scanner scans the vulnerabilities by 
scanning content, file, folder, and web applications. SQL 
vulnerability is injected by using keywords 1= 1--, 1= 1#, 
admin’#’, admin’/’, admin’—here admin is ID. 

SQL scanner scans this content and the entire folder to 
check how many files are attacked by SQL vulnerability. 
Some of the files attacked by SQL injection are command 
Content.txt, customers.php, httpContent.txt and hello.jsp, etc. 
The contents of javascript hello.jsp and the personal home 
page (PHP) Customers.php are changed by making web 
service to download the hello.JSP Javascript and 
customer.php files from the attacker server. Thus users get 
server error while accessing the web application folder file. 

 
Figure 8(a) Scan Content 

 
Figure 8(b) Scan File 

http://www.onlineexam.com/
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Figure 8(c) Scan Folder 

 
Figure 8(d) Scan Web Application 

 
Figure 8(a), (b) and (c) indicate SQL scanner scan contents, 

file and folder. Figure 8(d) shows that six web applications 
vulnerability detected. Table 1 shows the performance from 
the SQL injection phase using Naive Bayes. The precision, 
recall and F-Measure are calculated by using Equations. (1), 
(2) and (3) respectively. Table 2 shows the overall 
performance of the trained model using Naive Bayes for SQL 
vulnerability. Figure (9) shows the performance graph of the 
trained model using Naive Bayes for SQL vulnerability. 

The results were calculated using standard classification 
metrics in which we define, 

 
 

 

 

Table 1: Performance from SQL injection phase 
Web 

Applicatio
ns 

Files 
Attacked 

Vulnerab
ility 
Injected 

Vulnera
bility 

Detecte
d (%) 

Vulnerab
ility not 
Detected 

(%) 
www.onlin
eExam.co
m 

Controlle
r.jsp 

9 7 2 

www.onlin
eExam.co
m 

Answers. 
Class 

3 2 1 

www.goog
le.com 

Comman
dContent
1.txt 

2 2 0 

www.goog
le.com 

Customer
s1.php 

1 1 0 

www.goog
le.com 

SqlConte
nt1.txt 

5 4 1 

    Total = 
20 

Total = 
16 

Total = 4 

 
Table 2: Train Model using Naive Bayes 

Time Precision 
(%) 

Recall 
(%) 

F-Measure 
(%) 

2 50 100 66.66 
4 80 80 80 
6 75 100 85.71 
8 100 100 100 

10 100 100 100 

 
Figure 9: Performance Graph of Train Model using 

Naive Bayes for SQL Vulnerability 
 

 Cross Site Scanner (XSS) 

Similar to SQL scanner, Cross-Site Scanner (XSS) scans 
the content and entire folder using the string “<&lt;”. The 

XSS is injected using keywords &lt and &gt. XSS or HTTP 
scanner scans the folder to check how many files are attacked 
by XSS vulnerability. Files attacked due to XSS injection are 
customers.php, httpContent.txt and customers1.php 
respectively. Figure 10 (a) and (b) shows XSS scans the 
contents, files and folder. Figure 10 (c) depicts the web 
application vulnerability detection.. Table 3 shows the 
performance from Cross-Site Scanner (XSS) phase using 
Naive Bayes. Table 4 shows the overall performance of the 
trained model using Naive Bayes for Cross-Site Scanner. 
Figure 11 depicts the Performance Graph of Train Model 
using Naive Bayes for Cross-Site Scanner (XSS). 
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Figure 10: (a) Scan Content 

 

 
Figure 10(b) Scan Folder 

 

 
Figure 10(c) Scan web Applications 

 
 
 

Table 3:  Performance from Cross-Site Scanner (XSS) 
phase 

Web 
Applicatio

ns 

Files 
Attacked 

Vulnera
bility 

Injected 

Vulner
ability 
Detecte
d (%) 

Vulnera
bility not 
Detected 

(%) 
www.onlin
eExam.com 

Controller
.jsp 

10 8 2 

www.goo
gle.com  

Customers
1.php 

3 2 1 

www.goo
gle.com  

httpConte
nt1.txt 

3 2 1 

  
Total = 

16 
Total = 

12 
Total = 4 

 
Table 4: Train Model using Naive Bayes 

Time Precision (%) Recall (%) F-Measure (%) 
2 50 100 66.66 
4 66.66 100 75.99 
6 85.71 85.71 85.71 

 

 
Figure 11: Performance Graph of Train Model using 

Naive Bayes for Cross-Site Scanner (XSS) 

V. CONCLUSION 

Due to the increase in security issues of Web applications, 
Structured Query Language (SQL) scanner and Cross-Site 
Scripting (XSS) scanner is used for detecting SQL injection 
attacks and Cross-site Injection attacks respectively. SQL 
scanner and XSS scanner with Naive Bayes machine learning 
classifier are incorporated for Web Application 
Vulnerabilities detection. 

 The experiments have been conducted to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed method based on the precision 
and recall rate (false negative and false positive)and 
processing time. The results show that the proposed method 
yields low false negative and false positive for all detection. 
For SQL Injection, the number of keyword injection for each 
web pages tested can affect the processing time, where the 
higher is the number of keywords injection, the higher is the 
processing time. Meanwhile for the Cross-Site Scripting as 
the length of URL is long, the scanner takes a long time to 
complete its scanning Thus it can able to detect only web 
pages not the overall web application.  
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For the SQL injection phase, the accuracy of vulnerability 
detection is 80% whereas for the XSS(HTTP) injection phase 
the accuracy of vulnerability detection is 75%. 
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